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ABSTRACT
The present contribution
attempts to verifeg and
specify the analogous pho-
nological Opposition of the
two syllable tonemes accu—
rring in the North-East Vi-
dzeme and Latgale variants
of the High Latvian dia-
lect. The unification pro-
cess of syllable tonemes
which is under way in the
Latvian Standard language
has also been analysed.

1. INTRODUCTION
In Latvian the initial syl-
‚lable bears the stress, as
a rule. It is only in some
caseapthat the stress may
rest on any other syllable.
The syllab e toneme is an
independent prosodic featu-
re in Latvian. It functions
irrespective of word-stress
In some cases the syllable
toneme has a semantic funcétion, for example, lubk
'spring onion', 12235 abow or shaft-bow', lu6ks
(-gs) 'window'. '

2.LATVIAN STANDARD LANGUAGEIn the Latvian Standard
language three types of
syllable toneme are conven-t onally distinguished:
falling(\), broken (glotta-lized) (A)and drawling (V),
yet the use of two tonemes:drawling and non-drawlin
is compulsory. It is lef ‘
for a apeaker~te choose .u'

either one syllable toneme
(basically falling) or dis-
distinguish between the
falling and broken toneme
within the limits of non-
falling syllable tonemes.
Sometimes the choice of
theses tonemes has semantic
function, for example, when
distinguishing the adverb
k ( tu roc? 'How do you
d g?‘ rom e pronoun pg

ev nav? 'What do you
lac a vian linguistics
lacks experimental research
concerning both the systems
of syllable toneme in the
Standard language and dia-
lects, and the processes
proceeding in them. At pre-
sent the u n 1 f 1 c a -
t 1 o n of syllable tone-
mes can be observed in the
Standard Latvian language.
Formerly the attention to
this phenomenon was drawn
by J.Endzelins [3], V.Damv
be [2], S.Raga [6]. The
present research atests
hat the unification rece-

eds in several direct one:
I.Under the influence of
the Low Latvian dialect.
called Lejzemnieku the
drawling syllable oneme,as
a hgpernormal feature, may
be eard in some words, for

'example, matte 'bread'.1§$-
§3' people', I a 'etree .

.Rage [6] an . ambe [2]
had also noted the occasio-
nal”wreng use of the draw-_
18a; syllable toneme, in-
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inf fieficafief'uéi"Litvian Î
dia ecta. II. mere-us.
day‘standard Latvian the
use of the falling toneme
has'notably increased. In
the s eech of‘professional

gate, too. one can of-
ten hear the Ir; usage ofem z, .325. „o
rush' onion',

fhupa ‘(he saves'. (Spme
cases, for example, 32225.,
may also :er:; a; a revere;
reaction 0 e ypernorma
pronunciation of tgita).
Basically two reasons ac-
count for thisz-l) the im-
aot of the High Latvian

gialect (In this dialect
the falling toneme is sub-
stituted for the drawling
one. A great number of Let-
vian intellectuals are born
High Latvians); 2) the im-
pact of the Russian langu-
age: a) the drawling syl-
lable toneme that is marked
by the duration of vowels
is pronounced shorter. The-
refore it is quite credible
that duration marks the -
drawling toneme only in the
syllables containing o en
and half-open vowels; )The
specific features of a bro-

'ken toneme tend to disap-
"pear — there is a notable

decrease of glottalization.
The latter is more level,
and the increase of dura-
tion of the broken tonemes
is occasionally noted. Be—
sides, the falling toneme
is specified by stability
in the Latvian Standard
language. In general, wit-
hin the system of three
syllable tonemes which com-
prises two tonemes of l e -
v e 1 character, e.i. fal-.
ling and drawling, the fal-
ling toneme is effected mo—
re precisely (usually by
the level f a 1 1 i n g
duration of the intensity
and the fundamental pitch)

than-in that teatihera two
”ne!!! are.“ 94. In. the Ilatter they a at differ'for
examplefi‘ealyifrom the _ro-
ken enema which in its
turn, is marked by a c u-
t e intensity and the fun-
damental pitch changes. 'e
have already pointed out
the variations in the in-
tensity of the falling to-
nemes and the fundamental
pitch dirrection in the two
tonemes area [4]. In 1923
A.Abele wrote [1] that when
word-stress in the Latvian
was shifted to the initial
syllable, the drawling to-
neme turned into the fal-
ling one under the impact
of the East Slavonic neigh-
bours. In the Present-day
Latvian language the accen-
tuation of the initial syl-
lable has become fixed.You
need not go East in search
of the impact of the Russi-
an language. Consequently,
the shifting process of o-
neme is recurring.

3. DIALEGTS
The syllable tonemes in
dialects appear to be more
stable. The area of the ve-
ry singular High Latvian
dialect with two syllable
tonemes (\andfio in use, em-
braces the territory of two
Latvian regions: Latgale
and North-East Vidzeme. We
have made experimental mea-
surements of the syllable
tonemes used in Latgale,na-
mely, in the subdialects of
Baltinava, Berzgale, Sila-
j 1 and Preili. The obtai-
ne data have been compared
to the characteristics of
the syllable tonemes used
in the formerly explored
sub-dialects of North-East
Vidzeme, namely, Ziemeri
[4,5], Aluksne, Jaunlaice-
ne, Jaunroze, Karva, Vec-
laicene [5]. The sub-dia-
lects under discussion are
still used in daily commu-
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nication and farming. I ha-
ve analysed tonemes in the
syllables containing long
monophthongs and diphthongs
in both isolated words and
phrases. It may be conclu-
ded that the characteristic
features of the syllable
tonemes in isolated words,
as well as in phrases, are
identical irrespective of
the fact that the duration
of produced speech sounds
in isolated words of the
sub-dialects under conside-
ration at an average 1,3
times exceeds the duration
of the speech sounds fixed
-in phrases. The experiment
concerned with the investi-
gated Latgale sub-dialects
permits to conclude the us-
age of two phonologically
distinctive types of syl-
lable tonemes: l) the l e—
v e l toneme (conventional-
ly called falling and mar-
ked by§.This type of toneme
is specified by level in-
tensity and fundamental
pitch changes and longer
duration. The intensity and
fundamental pitch direction
can be specified as level
falling, level rising - fab
ling, or level rising; 2)
the a c u t e toneme (con-
ventionally called broken
and marked withA). This
type of toneme is specified
by the acute intensity and
fundamental pitch changes
and shorter duration. The
intensity and fundamental
pitch direction can be des-
cribed as acute falling,
acute falling-rising, or
acute rising-falling. In
the Berzgale sub-dialect
the oscillggram of the mo-
nophthong‘ghproduced by an
informant s ows a articu-
lar saw-shaped des gn with
a rising-falling -rising-
falling direction. This ty-
pe (A) of toneme is speci-
fied by glottalization,i.e.
a decrease in the regula-

rity of the vocal cords v1-
brations. Yet it is im_os-
sible to state the starting
point of glottalization on-
ly by oscillograms.
Both types of toneme are
centres ed to each other by
the presence or absence of
a specific prosodic dis-
tinctive feature - an a c-
u t e or 1 e v e 1 charac-
teristics of the intensity
and fundamental pitch chan-
ges. Yet it is indisputable
hat intensity changes is a

more precise toneme indica-
tor, for example, th mono-
phthongs ,__u, :1, , pro-
duced in p rases, differ in
the intensity of the second
part of mon0phthongs; in
the absolute distinction
between the intensity of
the first and second part
of a monophthong; they dif-
fer in the distance to the
upper limit of intensity
maximum; in the distance
between the maximum and mi-
nimum intensity; in the
range of the rise and fall;
in the rapidity of the in-
tensity of rise and fall.
The above mentioned indica-
tors have a credibility ra-
te of toneme distinction
which is) 97.0/. -99 9 ‘A(by
Student's criterion . Ac-
cording to the fundamental
pitch changes the same mo-
nophthongs differ only in
the average fundamental
pitch and that of the se-
cond part of the monophthmg
Besides these indicators
are only relative toneme e
distinctive features (85,34
and 86,4Ùédistinctive cre-
dibility by Student's cri-
terion). Other measurements
produce similar results.
Consequently, in Latgale
sub-dialects which produce
levzliand acute toneme op-
pos t on dynamics is the
basic distinctive feature
of these tonemes. I have
arrived at similar conclu-
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,tion the

sions from my former re-
search when investigating
level and acute toneme cp-
positions in North - Vid-
zeme sub-dialects 14,51.
So this _ermits generaliza-

î in the High Lat-
vian Non-selenian sub-dia-
lects, where two syllable
tonemes prevail, two types
of toneme - 1 e v e l and
a c u t e are phonologica-
lly distinctive in both
North-East Vidzeme and Lat-
gale. Dynamics serves as
the basic distinctive fea-
ture between them.
The High Latvian dialect
comprises another group of
sub-dialects, the so called
Selonian. However, I tempo-
rarily lack a sufficient
number of experimental
tests to offer the complete
specification of these to-
nemes. I may only share the
hypothesis advanced by
A.Sarkanis I7I to the ef-
fect that in Selonian sub-
dialects, the musical or
melodious EËEËEÏÎÏÏFËEomina-
tea as a distinctive featu-
re of tonemes.
It would be essential to
subject to experimental
test also some other pheno-
mena of the High Latv an
dialect, for example, the
usage of the rising syllab-
le toneme, characteristic
of the Selonian sub-dia-
lects, in the speech of the
Non-selenian (e.g. Izvalta)
native pepulaticn. The syl-
lable toneme, which occurs
in the result of contracti-
on and reminds of the draw-
ling toneme and some other
syllable toneme variations,
also deserve experimental
research.
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